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Newsman To Speak
On Africa Problem
John Barkharrij Governor of
the Overseas Press Club ot
America and.a South African
correspondent,' will deliver the
first lecture of'the College
L e c t u r e Series 8:15 p.m.
Thursday in the Chemistry
Auditorium.
. .The subject of Mr. Bark-
ham's talk will be "Africa in
Upheaval."
Mr. Barkham was born in
the Union of South Africa and
has.a first-hand knowledge of
the continent. This knowledge
comes from his "" many trips
across the continent and from
liis long experience as chief
political correspondent for a
leading South African news-
paper chain.
: Changing Africa
Recently Mr. Barkham visit-
ed territories south of the
Sahara and had a number of
interviews with political lead-
whose policies are changing
the face of Africa.
Alton Paton, novelist and
noted s p o k e s m a n against
"apartheid" in South Africa,
has said that Mr. Barkham
''probably knows South Africa
better than anyone else in the
United States."
Besides his many "African
activities,. Mr. Barkham has
.been active in,American pub-
lications. He i s a f o r m e r
managing editor of Coronet
Magazine a n d a nationally




Copper, managing; editor of
the Conference of B r i t i s h
Studies, today expressed the
hope that the Journal of British
Studies, a publication founded
at the College in 1959, will help
to make Trinity a center of
British historical research, and
that it. will constitute a me-
dium through which British
views may be examined by
American readers.
The first issue of the public-
ation, which is published twice
yearly, will appear in Novem-
ber, and the second issue in
May. \. ' '
Featuring analytic and in-
terpi'etive articles, as well as
reviews a n d bibliographical
essays, the Journal's purpose
is to provide an outlet for the
expanding volume of scholarly
work in British and Common-
wealth History. An honorary
alumnus of Trinity, Mr. Fred-
erich Hasler of New York,
sponsored part of the Journal,
Dr. C o o p e r also gratefully
acknowledged Vice President
Albert E. Holland's support of
the undertaking.
Dr. Cooper encouraged all
those interested in subscribing




OCTOBER 6—Speaking a t
the second annual Meade Eco-
nomics Lecture tonight, Dr.
David McCord Wright, Wil-
liam Dow . Professor of Eco-
nomics and Political. Science at
McGili University, c i t e d a
number of inadequacies in the
theory which forms the basis
for most modern economics
the Keynesian Theory.
In a lecture entitled "The
Other- Side of Keynes" Dr.
Wright s t a t e d that "those
facets of the Keynesian The-
ory jvhich are best known by
the public are the least true
and applicable in modern eco-
nomics.'' M a n y of Keynr-'
comments on the influence of
the interest rate, deficit spenu-
ing and the unblanced budget
in particular, said W r i g h t ,
have since been proved in-
accurate.
Choosing Keynes' book, Em-
ployment Interest and Money
as an example, Dr. Wright said
it was "badly written, dis-
organized and full o f too
sweeping wise-cracks. Scientif-
ically," he added, "it was a
fizzle. In it Keynes tried to
ride too many horses at one
time."
Poor Conditions '"*
Dr. Wright attributed many
of Keynes', mistakes and in-
accurances to the conditions
d u r i n g which he .wrote.
Keynes, Wright explained, de-
veloped his theory when the
British economic system. was [
lagging badly and the country
was not off the gold system.
A c c o r d i n g to Dr. Wright,
Keynes was not willing to face
the real solution, that of ef-
ficiency. He offered sugges-
tions which were irrelevant to
getting Great Britian on the
industrial level of the rest of
the world. . . .
This, said Dr .Wright, was
the "despairing" Keynes...He
was in:a state of despair about
the required dynamic basis of
industrial Britain.
Keynes based many of his
theories on "this attitude of
despair said Wright. One of
j them was tlje full employment
j theory. But, although this the-
ory has had applications since,
said Wright, it made no sense,
for Britain at the time.
Solution Offered
The solution Keynes offered
for stopping over-accumula-
tion was to freeze cultural and
technical Britain. "Dr. Wright
pointed out, however.that Bri-
tain was • already frozen in
these respects.
Dr. Wright also spoke of the
scientific Keynes and praised
his accuracy in calculating
gross national product, con-
sumption levels and investment
returns. .In the scientific area,
said Wright, Keynes was most
accurate, although his findings
and, predictions are not known
aŝ  popularly.
(Continued on Page 4)
Editorial;
Galloping Apathy
. The Senate last Monday served notice that it is
ready to "represent" the very worst we have to offer
•at Trinity. . '
By refusing to appropriate. $55 far a year member-
ship in the National Student Association, the legisla-
tors backed out of NSA. And with this resounding
whimper they set out to be "student leaders" in the
campus' nine month bout with galloping apathy.
In a promising first action of the year the Senate,
two weeks ago, launched a plan to evaluate campus
life, "a catalyst to stir up the student body and per-
haps effect certain changes at Trinity." The Tripod
believes the implications of this vote against the in-
creasingly vigorous NSA may well indicate who needs
to be stirred up and what changes need to be made.
. Antiseptic Mentality
There have been two prime charges lodged against
NSA. It has-been said that we get nothing out of our
membership. It has also been said that a sort of "boss-
ism" controls NSA and that therefore NSA is not truly
representative of the American college. One senator
last year gravely reported that only "pressure groups"
were getting things done. (It is true that the Senate
has made a practice- of payings its dues and then sit-
ting back and waiting for its silence to be heard.)
The two Senate complaints are really just reflec-
tions of the arid and antiseptic undergraduate mental-
it y which is allowed to color so colorlessly college life.
NSA does represent only S88 of the nation's 2,000
institutions of higher learning. It is suspect when it
claims to represent 1.3 million students (the total en-
rollment of the 388 institutions). But to base with-
drawal on these statistics is equally suspect.
Not Individual Students
The function and significance ,of NSA was prop-
erly defined in an article in the Sept. 16 issue of The
Nation magazine, "Student Leaders and Campus
Apathy." The article, reporting the events of the NSA
summer Congress at Madison, Wis., correctly says "the
NSA is a confederation of student ^governments, not
individual students."
The Nation continues: "NSA is not typical (of
student apathy). It is an elite of interested students,
awakening to a Avorld they did not make, but. a \<&orld
they want to change." In its attempt to do its part in
changing the world NSA has taken some stands, some
of them "liberal." Conservative factions have formed
in reaction to these "liberal" tendencies.
But the Senate is unconcerned with politics and
has not sought to support one of these groups. The
Senators do not want to change the werld;they don't
even want to change NSA. They don't think people will
listen to them..
The Nation report is again helpful in indicating
the significance of the NSA and the Senate vote.
Avoid Difficulties
"For most of its fourteen-year history, NSA de-
voted itself to the issues which concerned its member
.student governments: college-pai'kiiig, home-coming
dances, women's hours, etc. It did so largely from neces-
sity, because its claims to legitimacy rested on these
student governments, which had virtually complete
freedom to withdraw their colleges from NSA when
dissatisfied with its policies. Contemporary collegiate
student governments, are, to put it mildly, a poor ve-
hicle for transmitting political awareness. They reflect
the desire of the college administrator to "avoid diffi-
culties" at all costs by eliminating the student from all
areas of controversy which might "reflect on the uni-
versity." '-. •
"There is a close interaction between student gov-
ernment under these conditions and student apathy."
The Tripod is well aware of the distressing con-
cern of certain Trinity administrators, with avoiding
"difficulties" which might" "reflect" on the college.




OCT 2—With no controversy
and little comment, the Senate
tonight "quietly withdrew7'




al out of practical considera-
tions. "NSA offers little or no
value to Trinity College under-
graduates," Miller declared.
A full scale revolt failed last
summer in its attempt to
change present bureaucratic
practices and the organization
remains the same ,the senator
continued. "Let's not crusade
I against NSA, let's just get
lout."
and far short of the 510,000
goal.
Vices Told , Vulgar Finale
A prepared statement emi: j "Finale Night was vulgar
merating NSA vices was then land sloppy," Morgan contin'
read by Mr. Kenneth Stevens, j ued," "bringing complaints
With no more discussion, the {from women present."
j Senate voted 23-0-1 to leave
iNSA.
i Vice-Prssident Baird Morgan
; charged that "poor timing,'
College Vice-President Albert
E. Holland has recommended
that the Senate head 1963's
Campus Chest drive if this
i insufficient communication y e a r - s d r i v e doeSnt' improve,
land inadequate leadership pro- Morgan stated
duced a poor job of fund rals- R b rt M t
ing m last year's Campus m = i , „, 1ha , - , , ^ , „ „ _
j Chest Drive."
The drive netted $4100, ?2500
j below and the previous year
Chest Committee
Outlines Program
The Campus Chest Commit-
tee today outlined a two-point
program aimed at boosting
proceeds of the annual charity
drive: total campus participa-
tion through canvassing .and
no "ugly man" contest.
Chest Chairman Robert Ma-
son said a well organized can-
vass will be the backbone of
the drive. This is a major
ed in "ugly man" contests and
cake throwing.
A committee spokesman,
however, indicated that the
"ugly man" was being shelved
'̂ because it confused and hin-
dered the cancass." Apparent-
ly, he continued, students were
reluctant to give through the
canvass, fearing their "ugly
man" would lose votes.
change in Chest policy which j Finale
has traditionally been shroud-1 M a s o n s t a t e d ^ t h e r e
would be a campaign finale
Dec. 14. Also retained from
previous drives will be the
William Savitt Campus Chest
Trophy for the o rganization
(freshman class included) with
the highest per capita partici-
GORE Rider
On Campus
A Yale graduate who spent
two weeks this summer in the
Jackson (Miss.) City Jail and
the Mississippi State Peniten-
tiary for participating in Free-
idom Rides will speak before.
j the.-Trinity Christian As§ocia-schedule(i Tuesday at 4:15
ition 8:30 p.m. Tuesday in the|P-m- l n Seabury 34.-The meet-
i Mather Hall Committee Room.! mS is open to all interested in
| man of the Chest announced
i that plans for the drive- al-
ready are underway and pros-
pects are bright. "We ha\«e cap-
able men who can do a very
good job," Mason remarked.
Several changes have been
made this year. The Ugly Man
contest will be dropped," can-
vassing will be widely adver-
tised and conducted, for two
weeks instead of one ~ and f {•
nale night must be approved
by Dean Lacy.
Goal Stated
The Chest Drive will begin
early in December, Mason con-
cluded, with a goal of $10,000
and 100 per cent donation.
Secretary Roger Nelson an-
nounced the committee heads
of the Trinity College Under-
graduate Bvaluation: David
Wilson, Ronald Spencer, Wil-
liam Richardson, James Swee-
ney and Thomas Kelly.
These men will head the
evaluation in their specific
areas and then work as a team
to co-ordinate the report, Nel-
son stated.
An objective report of the
pation." The* trophy went to!college is the goal, Senator
Delta Kappa Epsilon frater- Nelson declared. If the evalua-
nitv last year with an average tion turns out to be merely a
contribution of $6.40 per man. list of criticisms or platitudes
An organizational meeting is
Freedom Rider John Gager
was arrested early in Juna
when he and five others went
into the waiting room of the
segregated Trailways Bus De-
pot in Jackson.
He was f i n e d $200 and




he is out. pi
of Mass-
of Yale (1959).. He has spent >
a year studying in France.
The Freedom Rides in which
he participated were organized
by the Congress of R a c i a l
E q u a l i t y (CORE), Under
James Farmer, national chair-
man.
Over 250 Freedom Riders
have been arrested, including
students, clergy, and profes-
sors.
The discussion will be open
to the public.
jit might not be published.
Beading- I<ist
Sen. David Gates, chairman
of the Educational Affairs
Committee, reported that a
freshman reading list had been
prepared and distributed last
summer to all members of the
Class of 1965.
The list contained 14 books
on various subjects, with the
recommendation that the en-
tering freshmen read at least
five.
The list met with complaints
from one freshman'4 father,
Senator Gates said, who wrote
that the Senate's book list fol-
This will be the first in a j lowed hard on the heels of a
series of Chest-sponsored pro-) 16 volume list put out by the
| working on the 1961 drive.
Students and faculty are also
invited to submit names of
charities to be considered as
recipients-.
This year's drive begins Oct.
26 with an address by Rev.
James H. Robinson, executive
director of Operation Cross-
roads Africa. Crossroads Afri-
ca, an independently sponsored
! ^ u r d of thvang ar  f t e Peace
grams designed to acquaint the
campus with the work of va-
rious charitable organizations.
Seven Charities
Campus Chest last year dis-
tributed $4425 among seven
charities:
Albert Schweitzer Hospital In
History Department.
Frustration seems inevitable,
the father continued, to the
freshmen who aims to please
and attempts to read even as
few as the minimum ten of
these many-paged tomes.
Gates -seconded the point
Haiti, $1650; National Scholar-jand"agree"dTo~reconside/7his
ship Fund for Negro Students,. i publication of another list next
(Continued on Page 4) . y e a r . ~ _
ISouthTSide Story: Minor Problems Could Get Worse
^">^ • '-' ,- & / • * . " ' n n w ( .prerFR tive project is begun now, .One of the greatest pro
" By KOX SPENCER I MB—i^iMmHirt I . . - '• \ I T T . ^ ̂ ^ ^ e L i t s , U n y statures can be re-jlems arising from the souf.By R N SPENCEROCT. 5—Another in the re-
cent series of minor skirmish-
es between Trinity students
and local youths occurred to-
night when a group of neigh-
: torhood teen-agers smashed
the car window of Tripod
editor -. turned - photographer
Dan Cotta.
When attacked, Cotta and
another staff member were
- photographing Zion Street lo-
cations of alleged scuffles be-
• tween college men and area
juveniles.
:'•-' Apparently angered by the
picture talcing, four youths in
. a 1957 Pontiac pursued the
newsmen along Zion to. Park
Street. After forcing Ms car
to a halt at a traffic light at.
that intersection, a youth shat-
tered Cotta's right front win-
T. dow -with his fist.
Police Notified
"'-• The police were immediately
'notified and before 10 p.m.
two of the culprits had been
apprehended. After receiving a
""•; i>ay for damages to the car
-: -'•"-.•and were released.
" ' During the police investiga-1
.-••'.-',:.tipn, editor-in-chief George j
;,'.-,-Will and this reporter inter-
v'Viewed assembled teen-agers
•'(:;•: along Zion Street. In a spirit
.7: that alternated from boister-
i oUs good naturedness to men-
;;.: acing seriousness, the youths
discused ' college-neighborhood
>:;-• relations. ' .
V One accused drunken-Trinity
THE HAETFOKD.youth involved in the attack Upon
the Tripod Managing Editor's car is questioned by a police
officer shortly after the incident The youth admitted-that
he was the driver of-the • vehicle which pursued he news-
man's car.
studente of beating up 13 year
old boys. Another seized upon
this theme and ominously
threatended to burn the col-
if such alleged incidents
continue.
A third youth alleged that
the car that rolled over the
rocks last year was pushed
"because some guy got wise."
Apparently still worried about,
photographs, one boy stated;:
"You better not park your cars;
up there (he pointed toward
Summit Street) 'cause if they
(Continued On Page 4)
fOWIiATIOX Et CEKStTS JRACT3
'( Each 1 represen ts 1,000 People)
2t .195P—3*US9? 1960—2,936
t rac t y 1950—7,227; 1960—5,5141)
Tjpaet 171 I95p—i,55l; 19S0--1,211
Tract ^ s 1950—5,732;' 1960—5,190.
5» 195P—5,260} l
The above map was originally run in the Hart-
ford Times, appearing during the summer with an
article discussing the changing scene on the south
side of Hartford. The Tripod wishes to thank the
Times for the tise of the map and for the coopera-
tion received from members of its staff,
to a minimum.
By RON SPENCER
U r b a n planning experts,
writing in a report prepared
for Neighborhood Planning As-,
sociates Inc., see the southside ! Private Investment Essential
ai-ea surrounding Trinity to be! According to the Stonorov
- " and Haws report, maximum
private investment in the pro-
gram is essential, with public
a lesser role.
Miller points
out, however, that before the
project can successfully begin,
city officials and the, public
must be sold on the idea. He
sees possible tangible results
. ne f t e greatest prob-
lems arising from the south-
paired, thus holding demolition j side decline is the ' resulting
[population decrease. For ex-
in a state of general decline.
The Philadelphia firm of
Stonorov and Haws suggests
that a ten year redevelopment
program be undertaken in the
territory. Neighborhood Plan-
ning Associates, a private or-
ganization -composed of Hart-
ford Hospital, the Institute of
Living, and Trinity, plans to
spearhead the renewal efforts.
Hartford T i m e s reporter
Ralph Minard, who did a se-
ries of articles about the pro-
gram in August, told . the
Tripod that, although t h e
Southside still has many good
areas .its situation compared
to 20 years ago is bad.
Puerto Rican Transients
Minard stated that many




ample, census tract 27 has suf-
fered a decrease of 12.5 per
cent over the past ten years;
census tract three has declined
b\r 23.4 per cent over the same
period. These declines drain off
much of the area's vitality.
Population Down, Units Up
Surprisingly, while total pop-
ulation has gone down, . the
number of dwelling units has
increased. This. is caused by
within a few years, but warns \ the division of many old single
that public disfavor could sty- j family homes into small multi-
family apartments. Such divir







a definite "leave us alone" at-
titude among many southside
residents. He evinced concern
that the upcoming city tax re-
valuation might upset present
renewal plans.
Possible Tax Fear
This revaluation, which ac-
cording to state law must oc-
cur every ten years, will cause
mentioned j many properties to be reas-
ll b j ltPuerto Ricans especia y as e-! sessed. If people fear a result-
" •-- • - " -they
living conditions.
Although a crime, increase
might be expected to accom-
pany the squthside decline,
Hartford police report that the
section is no worse than any
other'area. One officer stated
that he would give the terri-
tory-a "clean bill of health,11
It is estimated that private
and public investment in the
renewal program will total
ing in .this territory group. jing tax increase they' may, o v e r 14 million dollars. This
City senior planner R, J. become opposed to property I s u m will be spent over the ten
j-Miller, on. the other hand, feels improvements. In such an in-(year development period. '.'.'-:
that the Puerto Ricans are stance, Minard feels that the j if the project comes to
well diffused throughout the southside program would be j fruition, not only will it berie-:
] city and can not be pinpointed!set back by at least a year. j fit ,the .southside, but the city
in any one location. ' j- One of the primary- efforts jof Hartford, will also gain tax-.
Miller believes Uiat t h el of Neighborhood Planning As-: wise. According to tentative;
isouthside is not Hartford's sociates Inc. will be directed [figures, property tax revenue
I worst area, but he feels a def- toward winning public support should increase from the pres-
linite deterioration has set in. and cooperation for the proj- ent $275,000 to over $460,000.







tside. He said that if an effee-
stitutions involved will be
large investors in the enter-
prise.
j is i r s  ill result hot
from rate rises, but only from
the higher assessed values of
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(Continued from Page 1)
Last spring the Tripod agreed to provide the ad-
ministration — at cost — over 100 copies of the paper.
These were to be sent, to class agents and other deserv-
ing" alumni. But the Tripod took stands on some con-
troversial matters. Some alumni who read the contro-
versial editorials (especially the Fraternity Editorial)
became exercised. Certain administrators, evidently
feeling that alumni should write checks and not angry
letters; decided to avoid difficulties and decided against
a Tripod order.-1
, Prof. Philip Kieff, , writing in the current issue of
Harpers, made some observations concerning the poli-
cies of many college administrators. In an article en-
titled "The Mirage of College Politics" he said:
"Anything approaching serious and controversial
politics runs the danger of being considered 'off cam-
pus' and not sterile enough for student participation.
Hygienic University
"An excellent case in point recently occurred at
the University of California when the student organiz-
ation called "SLATE" was banned by the administra-
tion for calling itself a 'political party.' . . . In banning
it, Professor (later Chancellor) Edward Strong, the
school's chief administrative officer, said that a uni-
versity must be 'entirely independent of all political




Baseball or Justice ?
To the Editor:
World Series time is here
again, and only serves to up-
root the unpleasant memory
,of a newspaper account I read
this time last year. It concern-
ed a murder trial, a murder
trial in Pittsburgh that had
been postponed because of the
[World Series.
My bewilderment upon read-
ing this was the direct cause
of indignation on all sides.
"How do you expect them to
concentrate with 'the Pirates'
"I couldtft sit In some stuffy
[courtroom knowing my team
might be behind!"
I lost .many Mends that
week. *
and sectarian influences'—a penect svaLeuieuo ox u« i ,——
hygienic concept of the campus that dominates the o u t t n e r e ior the first time in
minds of the officials who run our college system." ?*arsK. *!'s *h«ir ba l1 tef^-"
No Trinity administrator has made any statement
similar to that made by Chancellor Strong,
When certain administrators objected that the
Tripod was not promoting the proper "image" of the
college, the objections represented only a misconception
as to the nature and function of a newspaper.
Obviously the editorial, stands of the Tripodl are
not intended to mirror the thinking of undergraduates
or to promote any image. The Tripod does try to pro-
voke undergraduate thinking. It is clearly the respon-
sibility of the Senate to represent undergraduate opin-
ion and to provide leadership in the formation of such
opinion.
Posters, Speeches, Parties
What is the current political tenor of the Senate?
Prof. Rieff gives the following description of general
college politics. It is clear that Trinity has yet to ad-
vance to even the primitive condition he describes:
"Student government is most acceptable when it
mimics—-indeed parodies—adult politics: the furious
. campus election campaigns, complete with posters,
speeches, parties, factions, jockeying for office. All ,the
political trimmings are there except the real issues
and the real relation between action and power which
are the very substance of politics."
And why are the real issues_ lacking? Prof. Rieff
suggests that the answer lies in the very form of
college life:
"What is this form? Essentially it springs from a
conception of American student life as something set
specially apart from any other time." , . •
Restive Negro Youth
Prof. Rieff says that only the restive Negro youth
of America have recently "developed a kind of student
politics that aims to relate itself directly and immedi-
ately to the adult world. This is a rare instance of
youth leading age."
The Tripod believes that any student body should
-- - • •• -1-.L-- i i . „•„! „ „ „ „ „ „ „ T K i a is
But I kept. telling myself,
and I still am—"You must
learn to, live with them!"
And perhaps, someday, I'll
convince myself I can live with
these people who put baseball
before justice, and who, if
!they live up to tradition, will
| next year make arrangements
to have the World Series
broadcast over CONALRAD—
just in case.




and properly passionate letter
where every hostile move on
earth is interpreted as the sig-
nal for disaster. Morale is a
vital and delicate ingredient in
national lite: it would be a
pity to cry wolf all over the
world only to find that when
he comes to the door, no one
is interested in keeping it shut
against him. (An historical
example of this development
is France which, after getting
herself involved in a Russian
quarrel in the Balkans in 1914,
found a generation later that
the popular response to a real
threat by Hitler on her own
borders was "why die for Dan-
zig?") Second, as Walter lipp-
naann among others has re
cently emphasized, suchdefin
ition of our vital interests may
induce our adversaries to re-
frain from infringing on -them
of last week seems to me to
contain one element vital to
the issue at hand: the question
of "what is rightfully ours."
This query would not have
been made in the pre-nuelear
era, when people thought easi-
ly and naturally of national
survival in tprrns of strategic
control over certain limited
areas vv'hich were deemed vital
to tile preservation of the na-
tional territorial integrity. But
in the age : uf simultaneous
war and peace, and face to
if indeed they wish to avoid a
world nuclear conflict. On<
of Churchhill's favorite his
torical themes is precisely thij
one: namely, that if the Britisl
had made it clear before July
1914, that Belgium was withii
its sphere . of vital interests
the First World War wouli
never have begun.
In conclusion, I understan
I Mr. Broudy's misgivings, bu-
I must emphasize that there
is never any need and neve
has been any need—of wail
ing "until the following, morn
ing" to find out what to defend.
To prevent this kind of dead-
end from eveloping is what
end from developing is what
Studen t Disputes
In Australia, Too
'PE R T H , , AUSTRALIA,
,UPS)~It seems that Ameri-
can students are not the only
mes wracked with, disputes
jver the extent to which, stu-
lents and student organization
Jhould be "political." Down in
Australia, the same problem is
itill to be decided, .
The issue involves the extent
:o which the National Union
•it Australian University Stu-
dents (NUAUS) should be a
political group announcing
.students' views on issues not
I related directly to them.
Those in favor of NUAUS
being political argue that the
about.
Philip C. F. Bankwitz
Appreciation'
To the Editor:
We would like to thank each
and every one of you for the
many kindnesses shown to us
this summer during the time
our son, Allen, was in Hart-
ford Hospital for an amputa
jtion. The many cards, visits
DRESS-OT TIME
Coats and ties for men and
dresses or skirts for women
will be required to functions
when the public is invited at
Swarthmore College. Although
jackets and ties will not be re-
quired of men at evening din
ner, they are expected to dress
in a manner "consistent with
the spirit" of the new stand
ards. Women will have ti
wear dresses or skirts.
Interpeting the new stand-
ards which went into effect
:his fall at ,the college, mer
not be allowed to dine
hey are wearing jeans, bu;
vill be permitted if they wear
chakis with a shirt with i
sollar. President C o u r t n e
Jmith issued the standards
omewhat unexpectedly, t h i
ummer in a letter to the stu
tents.
jrbup's purpose is. to fight fo:
:he welfare of students and t
Represent their views forecful-
and effectively, and that it
:annot succeed unless it is able
;o make pronouncements on
jolitical issues. Otherwise, say
supporters, the NUAUS must
ie a do-nothing body. They of-
:er as an example a case in
.'hich NUAUS was asked to
>rotest against the execution,
or political reasons, of an Al-
gerian student. The o n l y
ground the organization could
find for protest was that his
ixeeution "was likely to be
prejudicial to Ms future edu-
cation."
Opponents argue that II
MUAUS became political, the
'best man for the job" prin-
ciple would be disregarded,
and voters would seek candi-
dates holding similar political
views. "They say also that
NUAUS is able to present "stu-
dent views on matters relating
directly to students to the gov-
Th  Tripod believes that any student y
feel compelled to articulate its social concern. T is is
riot being done at present and we hope the Senate's up-
coming survey will try to figure out why. The Senate
will do well to consider the basis of representation and
the considerations the voter is and is not asked to
make in voting. It will do well to consider why, when
a Senate election involves not one recognizable issue
or public stand, democratic, processes are even neces-
sary.
We hope that in every aspect of college life sur-
veyed, including Senate activities, anachronisms are
not respected as functioning traditions. For the Senate
the road to respectability may well be through the
NSA. An active role in NSA might inject politics into
the college political life. Students here should busy
themselves with politics, not non-functioning traditions.
len.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Towers
and Allen.
WeiL cum ptav.tr, a i iu j-t^y ..« i - - - „ - , . . . . ,
face with an ufciquitous adver- and donations of money he re-
sary, we make what I think is ceived were a real joy to Al-
the very understandable error 7
of expanding the vital areas
we will fight to retain to in-
clude the entire globe. Reality
—our limited strength in a
constantly shittJng world bal-
ajice of power—dictates that
We restrict our interests to
areas absolutely essential to
our national security, such
areas being marked out by the
military technology available
to us at the moment.
What is involved here, as
Mr. Broudy correctly points
out, is the most essential ele-
ment in all of foreign affairs:





tive Council tonight elected its
... — c - c , —. .first temporary officers." Rob-
limited means at one's dispos-1 ert Davison, victor of a tight
al. The failure to correlate battle for leadership • of. the
'• 4-Un^.n +wm ; famo hoc n f I /~1 II -1 A_J1 4.
New Scholarship Named
For Late Tripod Editor
WASHINGTON DINER INC.
Serving Trinity Men Since 1940
home of famous , « ,
CHARCOAL BROIUE'D BEEF.
HOMEMADE PIES
Quality Service From Hamburger To Lobster
175 Washington Street CH 1-9X1%
eminent because it is non-poli-
tical. NUAUS would be ham-
jpered in its fight for student
welfare, they say, if it had
taken public stands opposing
i the government.
The following men •were
selected tor final balloting
for the Sophomore class
election. President: Thomas
B. McKwne and David BL
Tower.
Vice President: Douglas
L. Drynan and Geoffrey T.
Freeman.
Secretary.Treasurer: Mi-
chael P. Anderson and Wil-
liam W. Niles.
{Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf',"Th* Many
Loves of DobieGtllvs", etc.)
• THETEUEAND
HARROWING FACTS ABOUT RUSHING
It is. well enougn to sit in one's Morris chair and theorize about
, sorority rushing, but if one really wishes to know the facts, one
must leave one's Morris chair and go out into the field. (My
Morris chair, incidentally, was given to me by the Philip Morris
Company, makers of Marlboro Cigarettes. They are great-
. hearted folk, the makers of Marlboro Cigarettes, as millions ci
you know who have enjoyed their excellent cigarettes. Only
from' bountiful souls could come such mildness, such flavor,
such filters, such pleasure, as. you -will find in Marlboros! For
those who prefer crashproof boxes, Marlboro is available in
crashproof boxes.. For those who prefer soft packs, Marlboro'
is available in soft packs. For those who prefer to buy their
cigarettes in bulk, please contact Emuaett E. Sigafoos, friendly
manager of our factory hi Richmond, Virginia.)
But I digress. I was saying that in order to know the tru«
facts about sorority rushing, one must go into the field and
investigate. Consequently, I went last week to the Indiana
College; of Spot Welding and Belles Lettres and interviewed
several million coeds, among them a lovely lass named Gerund
McKeever. (It is, incidentally, quite an interesting little story
about how she came to be named Gerund. It seems that her
father, -Ralph T. McKeever, loved grammar better than any- ,
thing in the world, and so he named all his children after parts
of speech. In addition to Gerund, there were three girls named
Preposition, Adverb, and Pronoun, and one boy named Dative ,
Case. The girls seemed not to be unduly depressed by their
names, but Dative Case, alas, grew steadily more morose and
was.finally found-one night dangling from a participle. After
this tragic event, the father abandoned his practice of gram-
matical nomenclature, and whatever children were subsequently
born to him— eight in all—were named Everett.)
A scholarship fund to go in-
to effect next September has
been, established by Francis
Boyer of Philadelphia in -mem-
ory of his son, John F. Boyer,
3.
John Boyer, an associate ed-
itor of the Tripod and a mem-
ber of St. Anthony Hall, was
'6
student's financial need and
may provide up to full tuition,
fees and books.
"Throughout his college ca-
reer," the Tripod wrote soon
, after his death," Jack Boyer
took an.avid.interest in extra-
curricular activities. When he
left school in February, he
killed in an autom'obile acei-|was an editorial associate ot
dent in liis senior year. jthe Tripod, and the author of
The memorial scholarship a weekly column The Fetid
will be awarded to a junior or
senior, preferably a member
of St. Antiiony Hall, and may
be awarded for either the jun-
ior or senior year, or both.
The recipient will be selected
by the. College Scholarship
Committee on the basis of the
intellectual promise, leadership
and character.
Air. His poetry and short stor
ies frequently appeared in the
Review, and he was a member
these t o ite s as, of
course, been dramatically il-
lustrated in modern history.
Mr. Broudy mentions Munich,
where Chamberlain committ-
ed the sin of under—rather
than over-engagement. He did
not realize that with the de-
velopment of military tech-
nology then achieved in 1938,
the absorption of Czechoslova-
kia by Hitler subjected the
channel ports opposite Britain,
(the latter's vital security
area since Elizabeth),' to con-
trol by Germany. Chamberlain
did not correlate the aim of
defending this area with the
available military, economic
and psychological resources at
his disposal, all of which, as
Mr. Churchill emphasized at
the time, were far greater
than estimated.
To define and to limit vital
of the editorial board of that
publication. He was manager
of the laeross .team, • and a
member of Delta Psi. A pro-
lific writer, in addition to his
contributions to campus pub-
[lications, he had published
The amount of the scholar-j professionally several short
ship will be determined by the stories."
j interests, thus bringing into
line means with aims, has at
least?' two important a'dvan-
tages. First, and by no means
least, • is the appearance of
what McGeorge. Bundy has
called a "settled national will,"
and the elimination of an at-
mosphere of hysterical danger
Council, was elected temporary
chairman, Robert Mason tem-
porary vice-chairman, an d
Ashley Campbell temporary
secretary-treasurer.
Three candidates were nomi-
nated for the Chairman race.
On the flrst ballot were Rich-
ard Arscot, Robert Mason, and
Robert Davison. D e s p i t e
speeches delivered by the can-
didates' backers, none of the
three managed to get a ma-
jority vote.
Arscot, the candidate with
least votes, was dropped from
1 the second ballot, but only aft-
er 'hot debate. The Constitu-
tion of the F.E.C. does not
cover balloting procedure in
any detail. Although-the third
ballot failed to give either
Mason or Davison a majority,
the fourth and final 'ballot fa-
vored Davison by a majority
of one.
The only uneontested race
was that of the vice-chairman;
Mason was elected unanimous-
ly on a voice vote. The elec-1
tion of Ashley Campbell for
secretary-treasurer was almost I
as close as the first contests !_,
There is absolutely no use for the loop
on our University Shirt t
Except in the locker room (athletes love it). Our Univer-
sity Department shirts have plus details like the back collar
button to keep your tie straight . . . and the box pleated
back for trim fit and comfort. Tapered, especially for
young' men in White, Blue, Linen oxford and exclusive
stripings at $5.
• . . .. V M Shirwuy, at our West Hertford Shop,





"West Hirtfori Shojt Often Fri. Eva. 'Hi t i,m.
But I digress. I was interviewing a lovely coed named
Gerund McKeever. "Gerund," I said, "were you rushed by a
sorority?"
; "Yes, mister," she said, " I was rushed by a.sorority." • • " ,
"Did they give you a high-pressure pitch?" I asked. "Did
they use the hard sell?" x
"No, mister," she replied. " I t was all done with quiet dignity.
They simply talked to me about the chapter and the girls for
about three minutes and then I pledged."
"My goodness!" I said. "Three minutes is not very long for
a sales talk!"
" I t is when they are holding you under water, mister,"
said Gerund.
"Well, Gerund," I said, "how do you like the house?"
" I like the house fine, mister," she replied. "But. I don't live
there. Unfortunately, they pledged more girls than they have
room for, so they are sleeping some of us in the bell tower.'!
"Isn't that rather noisy?" I said.
"Only on the quarter-hour," said Gerund.
"Well, Gerund." I said, ""'it has certainly been a pleasure talk-
ing to you," I said.
"Likewise, mister," she said, and with many a laugli and cheer
we went our separate ways—she to the campanile, I to the
Morris chair. , © wai Mai stainum
The Philip Morris Company makes, in addition to Marlboro,
the new unMtered, king-size Philip Morris Commander—
choice tobacco, gentlg vacuum cleaned by a new process ta
assure you the finest in smoking pleasure.
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Segregation Ending in South;
Only 3 States Holding Out
New Prat leader
P H I L A D E L P H I A , PA.
'(UPS)—(Editor's note:) The
following rundown has been
compiled from the Southern
School News, an impartial pa-
per which gathers .news of de-
velopments in education aris-
ing from the 1954 Supreme
Court decision that compulsory
segregation in public schools
is unconstitutional.)
students will not be known un-
til enrollments are tabulated
later in the semester.
Quiet Opening: Bay
Opening . day was compara-
tively quiet ths year, as , in-
dicated by the calm with which
the first desegregation in
Georgia proceeded in Atlanta's
schools. There were a few in-
leidents and a few-arrests, but
closed. Judge Lewis ruled that
l
free choice between public and
private schools,.but that there
i
Across the land, schools arej the community generally,
opening for the eighth time jwhich had carefully prepared
since +he Supreme Court de-.
clared compulsory segregation
in public schools unconstitu-
tional. Probably no other do-
for the historic change, accept-
ed the change without excite-
ment. The change leaves, only
Memphis, Tennessee, of the ten
been illegal because the due
tuition grants were originally process clause in the Consti;
intended to offer students a tution "requires notice and
some opportunity for hearing
is no freedom of choice s nce
there are no public schools.
Flount Ruling
before students of a tax-sup-
ported college ' are expelled
for misconduct."
In Mississippi, only, one de-
.. segregation suit has been filed,
A few days later a three- j a n d i t i s sW p e n d i n g . T h e s u i t
judge Federal Court sitting m] i s b a m a r r i e d N e g r o v e t e r a n
*••-- Orleans, La., ruled un- w h o s e e k s ,to transfer from a
jnestic issue has stirred as (largest cities in the South,: with
much interest and debate complete segregation.
within and without the United
States, and the issue is as
alive today as ever it was.
What, then, has been the prog-
This year, the major inter-
est was -centered on court bat-
tles. Two important court de-
cisions indicated that legal el-.
ress of desegregation to date? j f o r t s t o s t a v e o t t integration
- Only three of the 17 states. 1 might be losing their effective-
and the District of Columbia]ness. They are:
which had complete .segrega-i In Pvichmond, Va., Federal
tion in 1954 still have it today. ] District Judge Oren R. Lewis
In the others, 810 school dis- ruled that tuition grants and
tricts have desegregated their
schools in practice or in prin-
ciple. The number of Negro
students in school with white
tax credits cannot be used to
support a county's • private,
segregated school as long as
the public schools there are
LUNCHEONETTE-'
"A AEAL DELIGHT IN
DELICATESSEN TREATS"
fust aver the rocks
243 ZION STREET JA 7-9644
New rl , ., r l
constitutional a legislative act
which would have permitted
local, school boards to close
their schools rather than de-
segregate.
The judges did not rule, how-
ever, on the question posed in
their- unusual request for
friend-of-the-court briefs from
the 50 state attorney generals.
This is the question of wheth-
er or not states are required
by the 14th Amendment to
maintain a public school sys-
tem.
Whatever the courts may
have ruled elsewhere, in three
states complete segregation is
stil] in effect. The three are
Alabama, Mississippi a n d
South Carolina.
In Alabama, none of the
state's 114 school districts, all
of them bi-racial, had been or-
dered to desegregate or had
indicated any intention of de-
segregating voluntarily. Ap-
proximately a third of the stu-
dents in Alabama are Negro.
Students Win
In court action, however, six
students expelled last year
from Alabama State College
state-owned Negro college to a j
state-owned white university.
South Carolina has two inte-
grated schools, both run by
the Federal Government. One,
in Beaufort County, has re-
cently been transferred-to the
U.S. Navy to serve personnel
at the Marine Air Station: the
other is on the Parris Island
Marine Base. No state-run
schools contemplate any deseg-
regation yet. Five Negroes
in Charleston are continuing
efforts to transfer to white
schools, but no ruling is ex-
pected from the county school





(UPS)—Despite a protest" from
the University of Michigan
Student Government Council,
the chemistry department will




By A. BAVIB LANDEK
Four hours after the first
troops hit the beach at Jwo
Jima, a cook in the first artil-
lery unit ever to land on D-day
carried his b.a.r.," says Phil.
"I was the smallest guy in my
outfit. The smallest guy al-
FM over AM, Phil admits to a
dislike for its two major fea-
tures, rock and roll and com-
mercials, even though "some
of the best music in the world
is written for commercials!
these days."
Among . Phil's future plans,
WesFreshmen Grumble:.:
Hartford Catering Firm
Takes Over College Grill
By JIVRON ROSENTHAL Marr stated that the prob-
Amid much student critic-1 lem at Wesleyan arose because
ism oX service and food Blaik- the company'was not equipped
ey, Miller, and Hines, Inc., | at that time to handle the
'iximtj's caterers for over 12'large number of freshmen the
years lea A over the control oil first ten days of school before
Wesleyan's dmmg facilities f oi I they were rushed by frater-
this semester. nities.
Student reaction has calmed Howard B. Mathews, vice-
eonsideraoly in the past weeks president and treasurer of
however, as the company set- Wesleyan explained that the
j tied into its normal routine of | change came about "in pros-
' serving complete dinners and[pect of the new dining hali'*
snacks. I which he said would be a "t>ig-
Wesleyan's system is similar ger operation than Downey
to Trinity's said Robert Marr,!Hou.se." He added that since
area representative o± the cor-j this would necessitate "having
poration which sen es Hartford i a professional group on cam-
Seminary, Riverside Church |pus," they decided '"to let them
College, Adelphi College, Man- operate (Downey House) and
hattanville College and others lead into the dining hall."
in addition to many "prep Donald Prendergast is man-
aging representative of Blaik-
ey, Miller, and Hines at Trinity
in charge of the Freshman
Dining Hall, the Snack Bar,
Hamlin Dining Hall.
College Owned Kitchen
He explained that there the
college owns the kitchen equip-







food and replacement equip-
ment and keep the bank ac-
count.
ways had a b.a.r. or a ma- expansion of the tavern holds C. Jacobs has announced that; • fatudents v o t e d f o r •* con-
chine gun." Little did the?a major place. In the space of |Trinity College has received a]cessionaire 12 years ago, said
"flabbergasted, 'amazed eight-la few months alone, the menuisecond grant of $50,000 from!Prendegrast, 'because ol tne
rear old kid" that lay on i has been adorned with French the George F. Baker Trust o f! previously poor quality ateen year
that beach so far from home | fries, fish and chips, fried
that day realize, he was de- clams, and fried shrimps. For
stined to become Fifteen and a
Half Megaton Arch Survivor
Extraordinaire of Trinity's
twelfth fraternity, Phi Chi.
Fifteen days after the cam-
those not old enough to drink,
Phil offers take-out service and •:
various flavors of soda, includ-
ing cherry cola. He hopes to
set up some type of a meal
New York to continue its
George F. Baker Scholarship
Program. •
will be spent over the next •
three years beginning with j
the freshman class entering i£
He pointed out that
business doubled in the first
year "bringing the operation
in the black ink for the first
in a great while."
"We've maintained quality
along our line and haven't,. . „. „. . , - --  i f
paign was officially over, Phil j plan for students to include ;n 1962. The program was be-)
d e v l a t e quality in
was still on Iwo,- and still j one or two meals 'a day en-!gun j n 1955 w i t h a «50 0001
the 12" v e a r s we've been here,"
f i i j d" ! 3 k d b d d d i h
j y g u n j n 1955 w i t h a «50 0001
ighting. "The Japs were real- abling them to get "goo  food.! g r 3 n t a n d j s designed primar-
1iT f l n r r 1V1 " T"IQ - TOP/"\]"loir»'i"C "Rill" • a+ 1 rw%r -r\fi nnei J* - fi . . . . _.ly dug in,  he recol ects. But j t low prices.
hThe U.S. Fifth Circuit Court
of Appeals in '. New Orleans
ruled that their expulsion had
QUALITY MAKES CENTS




631 Wefhersfield Ave.wi *»«*
Chevron Products
Parallel To
I ily to encourage outstanding
T h e evaluations
comments from the instructor,
on the student's personal mat-
ters, emotional stability, social
responsibility and loyalty to
the United States.
Last spring, the SGC passed
a motion which opposed the
I use of the forms. Professor
Leigh Anderson, chairman of
I the chemistry department, said
that members of his staff had
re-examined the forms, but
could find no , reason to dis-
pense with them.
| The forms were initiated
! about a decade ago and sup-
jposedly supply the kind of in-
| formation sought by medical
| schools a n d governmental
agencies to which students ap-
ply. "If we didn't have the
forms," Prof. Anderson said,
"we wouldn't be able to write:
recommendations for these
students."
finally he returned to- the! When asked about-his new| v o u n g m e n t o consider a/ ca-
states, by way of San Diego,j fraternity, Phil looks fondly at i "reer i n business
and found he wasn't
enough to buy a drink.
But when Phil returned
old! the letters phi cfti inscribed on
the center of his window and
to
Hartford he was old enough to
drink, and old enough to pour
drinks as well. He began work-
:ing with his father in their j ford,
tavern on Zion Street, and, to
supplement his income, teach-




quite modest about the fact
that he is currently the man
with the longest title in Hart-
The trust was established by
tie late George F. Baker, Jr.,
former vice-chairman of the
First National Bank of New
remar e  but ad ed
ingly "though there have been
pros and cons on that."
Prendergast explained that,
the concessionaire operation is
based on volume because
"we're working on such a low
of profit." He stated
support general scholarship
programs at a number of li-b-
Among the advantages of De-jerai arts colleges for some 15
longing to Phi Chi is the privi- v e a r s . The scholarship pro-
•first iNauona.1 jsanK u± XNew , •=__ ,- , . , ,
York. The Trust has helped ^ J ^ " " Z^Jjt
lege of using the built-in fall- gram at Trinity was designed
out shelter below the tavern t o encourage students inter-
nprhans at this time i n c a s e °f eIuimy a t t a c k - T h e ested - in a business career. A' , ^ P ' f t this tune h i t i s • w e U stocked With committeee of three Trinitvil began to cultivate „ _ , „ ; _ ^u m ; , .„ „+„, „„+ ®
nr^mltTlee OI m r e e i n l I ythat Phil began
his affection for Trinity stu-
provisions, but Phil is still not{C o U e g e Trustees was named to
sure things will work out too | m a k e t h e fina]i selection of re-dents. An accomplished accor-. u ,.After o n e d o n t h a t
dian and trumpet player, he j ̂  „ h e . ^ ,,you w o n , t
supplied the ^ternmes of u n i n ft ]ace_,,
Vernon Street with Music for
many years. Nor were the
T r i n i t y men strangers to
"Joe's where Phil and his
CONVOCATION TALK
"The College Administration"
cipients and to advise them
during their college years.
lar is spent on food, but labor
arid other costs bring the prof-
it down to approximately
seven cents on the dollar.
Poets?
The National Poetry Asso-
ciation announces its annual
competition for any student
attending either junior or sen-
This committeee includes ! i o r college. Each poem must
Henry S. Beers,., •'18, President b* tj'ped or printed on a sep-
of the Aetna Life Affiliated
Companies of Hartford; John
R. Cook, Chairman of the
In days of yore, men feared not only their
mortal enemies, but the elements too. ti was
'the medieval armorer's task to protect his
chief against foemen, but weather-protection
was a more difficult matter. Thus many a
knight was spent in rusty armor.
Engineers and scientists at Ford Motor
Company, engaged in both pure and applied
research,, are coping even today with the
problem of body protection (car bodies, that
is), through greater understanding of the
chemistry of surfaces, they have developed
new paint primers and undercoatings, new
rustproofing methods, and special sealers
that guard entire car bodies against nature's
corrosive forces—ail of which add armor-like
protection to Ford-Built cars."
From other scientific inquiries will undoubt-
edly come new materials with protective
properties vastly superior to those of today.
Thjs is another example of Ford's leadership
through scientific research and engineering.
MOTOR COMPANY
•The'American Road/Dearborn, Michigan
PRODUCTS FOR THE AMERICAN ROAD • THE FARM «
INDUSTRY • AND THE ACS OF SPACE
father for years played host will be the lottic for a speech
to student body andI faculty t0 be given b^^ college vke- (Board, -Arrow-Hart & Hege-
alike, in.fact, i t . * * they w h o | p ° r e s l e ^ l L r t E Hofand atjman Electric Company; and
sponsored the first Trinity j F h C t i t G Keith Funston '32 Presireshman
football game over WRTC-FM. j night.
onvocation t o - - eith unston, ' , Presi-
dent of the New York Stock
Exchange.
arate sheet, and must bear the
name and home address of the
student, as well as the name
of the college attended. The
closing date for the submis-
sion of manuscripts by college
students is November 5.
All, manuscripts should . baNow the permittee of thej. The program will begin in
College View Tavern on 215ithe Washington Room in.Ma-
Zion Street, Phil is known bylther Hall at 7:00 p.m. A dis- er Scholars representing 17;sociation, National Poetry As-
a select few in Hartford as cussion hour ' with refresh-! states studying at Trinity Col- sociation, 3210 Selby Avenue,
Currently there are 23 Bak- sent to the offices of the As-
c*~~u ~i «««w«r.y-4«+5« « -1 "7 i cnmot in  TVlafirvn l '"Pnp+r-*r A ««.
ments will follow. lege. l<os Angeles 34, California..
D. A. R.,Patriotic
Fear Book 'Subversions'
"the greatest bartender in the
world, and not a bad chess
player either." Bartending is
fun to Phil, who never seems
to treat it as an occupation,
and chess is taken in the same
manner. "Nearly 'any night,
Phil can be seen bent over a
chess board with a look of in-
tense contemplation on his
face and a student opposite) AUSTIN, TEXAS (UPS)-—,to the book on the grounds!text) have called their loyalties
him; the game, is played on Two patriotic:groups, Texans i that its author had "Commu-iinto question."
the run, as customers must be for America and the Daugh-!nis t. | ront connections " Accord-'! Faulkner Questionable
attended to. As one observer j ters of the American Revolu-L . \h nilWie.,no_ - f Vh^tpvt The statement listed the fol-
remarked, scratching a sun-1 tion have objected to several | i n g t o Ule p u b l l S h e r ° f t h e t e X t i 'owing "questionable'!-/writers:
burned nose, "He wins too!" I grade school and-high schooljin <Iuestion, the organization j Sherwood Anderson, Maxwell
The College View Tavern isjtexts becauseof their alleged j Haley mentioned is not on tne j Anderson, Stephen B e n e t ,
one of the few bars in' the! communistic and socialistic in-! Attorney General's list of sub- i P^lph Bunche, Aaron Cope-
country with,an FM radio. Hisjfluence on Texas school chil- versive "groups. l l a n d . Bi"uce Bliver, Jr., Henry
regular clientele are not un-|dren.
used" to drinking to a Sebalius I Among the books the State
or a Beethoven background. Textbook Committee was ask-
elevision set rpsts nlarriHTv n ^ +n -nninn*- •;,. M >!!«•>! cn\*r*^
The written objection to thej! : Comager, Charlie* Chaplin, •
,n* « « H in J - - » W P fiirthpr ^eodore Dreiser, W. E. Dodd,book read.in part: ' e further
object to this book because A. Einstein, William Faulkner,Dorothy Canfield Fisher, Ern-A television set rests placidly ed to reject is a high school!recognized authorities on sub-, tTT . • „ . . . , .
next to the radio; it is seldom :history text by a Southern !version have pointed out that | est Hemingway, Sinclair Lewis
played. Perhaps Phil feels that;Methodist- University profes-!statements, associations ana!A l l a n Kevins, •=-"— ™
baseball and beer don't mix. sor. J.Evetts Haley, a leader of ! affiliations of the above named I
When asked wfcy he chose Texans for America, objected j writers (mentioned in the!





The publisher, in rebuttal,
said, "The persons listed he"re
were selected for inclusion on
the basis of their stature in
their chosen fields. Their poli-
tical philosophy was in no way
involved."
He also pointed out that,
"To discuss, for example,
American literature, without
mentioning Theodore Dreiser,
Eugene O'Neil, Sherwood An-
derson, Sinclair Lewis, Carl
Sandburg, "mest Hemingway,
or Willa Cather would be high-
Iv misleading to the student."
PAGE FOUR THE TRtNITY TRIPOD
Connecticut Keeps Careful Vatefr
On Radiation Rise From Red Testim
but' the radiation in Hartford
was measured at only 6.6 mi-
eromicrocuries at its high-
est. The high for 1957, when
of state community nevvspa- \ brusque new weather announc-"i 37 bombs were exploded, was
pers. The publishers df Con-ling a hurricane from the [43, j n jgsg, w n e n there were
necticut Life extended to thejsouth , the fall-out level 159 - detonations, the high was
Tripotl permission to use the; dropped to 12.08 "micromicro-jabqut" 20. When the testing
(Editor's Note: The follow- ford exceeded, all < except the
ing story first appeared in the 72.6 reported* by Gastonia,
Oct. 5 issue of .Connecticut N. C. •
tife, a news-picture magazine I The . following _ day, with
Meteorologist George Schielein, I cannot yet be' a s s a y e d ,
gives the distance and diree-(whether one is lined .up with
ceased, this reading dropped
M
story.) I curies per cubic meter of air _ _____
Bright skies',, brisk with| in Connecticut, The battered j t o 14' by the following ay
winds which whisked away the I A r c t i c airs, which may have | a n d t 0 g D y October. I t re-
September's soggy beginning continued to flow over the | mamed between .1 and 1.5
tion of fall-out for the use of'!
Civil Defense or any -informa-
tion medium:
The fall-out can be charted
with templates on maps of the
area but State Civil Defense
Headquarters does not do this
Edward Teller or Linus Paul-
ing at the opposite poles of
scientific thought on radiation
danger. "Nobody," said Ar-
thur Heubner, "can say where
the threshold 'of danger is."
Other, evidences ; of concern
as yet. Capt William L. jwere appearing both in seien-
made life worth living.as Miss state, were folded back across
Kathryn" Glynn went tV"thej the weather map and, the fol-
roof. The tiny graduate chem-i'0"'1^ *"' ™"™A
ist had been making daily trips j e " K e s
until the beginning of Septem-
ber when the Russians re-
rasped by t h e | s u m e ( j testing weapons. Then
the hurricane, j there was little significant
to a"gray" wooden b"dx, 'con" |̂ umpe? rain on the southeast; \cimnge "until" the ^ ^ ^ t j ^ - ^ t ^ ^ ^ 1 ^ ^ ] ^ :
taining an old vacuum cleaner
motor, which filtered the air
for signs of death. Ga., 383 in Columbia, S. C,
fire'escape"han^mg above the J S f^ in j s j s .
great swath which bulldozers
for the East-West Highway
had cut through the center of
Hartford, she called the
Radiation readings were 2461 j r o m " Canada- broke the sum-
micromicrocuries in Atlanta, |mer.ioci_. oi heat. in Connec-
ticut September 17, bringing
with it the gift of Novaya
Zemla.
Glynn's filters and
those from emergency moni-
she "came "down t h e | a n d «2.6-inPascagoula, Miss
15f!?nif?5 h^h O h l g h r iO r h l g h e r > i n
whether the ' continue j
the tests once the continental
air mass settles into its nor-
and political thought. The
organization are concernedjiatest issue of the Journal
with much more dangerous1,Meteorology carried as.its lead-
exposures than those now be-j story a new suggestion for the
ing measured in micromicro- j progi-ammihg of fall-out by
curies. The Weather Bureau is [machine. Robert L. Hendricks,
whose love affair with the
ing onee a week in milleroent- (world's atmosphere threads
gens. If it'finds a responce on j th rough . his conversation,j
its instrument, "the bureau will j
take measurements e v e r y
hour. . • ' : •
Danger is discussed in roent-
gens, State radiation physicist
United "kites' Public" Health Im a l e i S h t m o n t n flow across
! t h r t l t t tService m"Washington 'and "a!the northeastern states,
startled voice said, 'Are you Our part of the country is
s u r e ?» . • at a confluence of air masses
- Miss Glynn-said she had re-! c o l n l n l f r o n ] . ™rthwest
limit's workers to exposure to
taring stations "seVup'in Stam-lA r t h u r T - Heubner notes that
|ibrd and New London, ar«jthe .present state regulation
read with a Geiger Counter
and then mailed to the Public
Health Service Laboratory in
Cincinnati Where they are
checked for the nature of ]
looked out the seventh, floor
window of the Travelers
Weather Service office and
said slowly, "If I had any-
thing to do with the govern-
ment, I would think I should
seriously begin to consider the
effects ion th s country of ex-
Ifive roentgens a year. A short j plosions in another country."
while ago, it was 50 a yearj ' : ~ — ' — " ~ ~~~~
and was dropped to the pres-
..~™ „. , . . . . v..- - - 1 • ii.-iiei.-jB.fu iu ui  e n ^ standard not because of
checked her reading that ra-£nd ^ f l
 s ^ ' ^ S ^ t h e ' r a d i o a c t i v e ^stances, ^ e n c e of human damage but_,._x.-_._ :.. *,.. -i 1 i—jiL. inenanck. director or TUPI j t o b e l n a c c o r c \ W1th prevail-diation in the atmosphere
jumped from the previous
day's ].0S micromierocuries to
j Travelers Weather Service.
"This acts as a concentrator .  i i i  t ,
65.78, the highest ever record- iof weather. It is possible we
ed in Connecticut. At the timeicoulcI receive more fall-out in
of her call it was the' first
high reading reported by t h e j ^ e country."
this area than in any part of
47 stations in the country
monitoring fall-out from the
Russian bomb tests. Later
that day, September 17, other
Fewer Blasts, More Fallout
The Russian bombs were big
and dirty. Only 12 had been
exploded when the radiation
high readings came in from j readings began to jump. In
all' parts of the northeast but j contrast, there were 16 known
that given by the State Board I detonations in 1956, including





A. W. KINNE -& SON -
Days Mi 3-4661 - Nights MI 3-7935
whether Strontium 90 or some-
thing else. This information,
according to William W. UII-
man, chief of the sanitation
services section of the State
Department of Health, would
be necessary to decide what
people are being exposed to so
there might be a determina-
tion as to whether there is a
health hazard or not.
Since Novaya Zemla Is sit-
uated perfectly for the belch-
ing of radio active material
into the continental polar air
masses' that sweep the the
northeastern United States in
winter, the substance falling on
I Connecticut eould contain the
I radioactive pulverized bones of
millions of guillemots, birds of
the auk family, who cover the
rocks of the Arctic island.
Koentgen Limits Reduced
A fall-out advisory Is put out
on the teletype at 5 a.m. every
day from the United States
Weather Bureau station at
Bradley Field, Windsor Locks.
This advisory, according to
ing scientific opinion as to a
safe happy medium. Among
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variation as to what consti-
tutes a dangerous dose of
radiation, either for genetic
injury or physical damage. A
roentgen is a quantity .of x
or gamma radiation while a
curie is a quantity of radioac-
tive . material decaying at a
fixed rate. A micromicrocurie
is 10 to the minus 12 power in
curies. A relationship would
show, for instance, that one
curie of cobalt will give off
14.5 roentgens per hour at one
foot distance. Civil Defense
workers operate under the as-
sumption there is no human
damage in exposure up to 50
roentgens.
During the previous testing
period, there was a reading of
2571 mieromicrocuries in Salt
Lake City on August 20, 1957.
C o n n e c t i c u t people who
look to New York City as the
target which might toring fall-
out exposure to them can con-
Dr. W r i g h t . . .
(Continued from Page Is).
syndicated book critic for, the
Saturday Review's w e e k l y
book service: For five years
he was editor and senior for-
eign news- w r i t e r of Time
magazine. He was the former
president of the South African
Society of Journalists and ir
a past president of the Cor-
respondents Fund of the Over-
seas Press Club.
Mr. Barkham has written
a number of articles on Africa
which have been published by
Life, Reader's Digest, Coronet,
The New York Times, The
Saturday Review and This
Week magazine.
Newsman. . .
(Continued from Page 1)
Dr. W r i g h t concluded by
stating- what, in his opinion,
were the major d e f e c t s in
Keynes' theories. The amount
of liquid cash and the rate of
interest alone c o n c e r n e d
Isider Elko, Nevado, which" is! Keynes, Wright said, with too
just outside the 200 mile r ing | l l t t l e concern given consump-
around the test site. There
[was an average reading thereg
' of 20,000 mieromicrocuries
over one 24-hour period. There
was no evidence of physical
(damage to people found in
either place.
Where I* Threshold?
It is too early to find accu-
mulations of Strontium 90
I from the present Russian
] tests in milk or water, so the
'long range effects of the tests
tion.
Another Problem^
Another p r o b l e m , Wright
pointed out, was Keynes' fail-
ure to call attention to the
problem of supply and his re-
fusal to face up to the high
cost of British goods in re-
lation to* foreign goods. T h e
same story, said Wright, exists
. . and After In Elton
today with the United States f
and Canada. ' ,
In his concluding statement
Dr. Wright critisized Keynes
for ignoring the basic need, of
economics. "Every economic
system needs greater technical
efficiency, not simply more
money", he said.
WHO is at work on a satellite system for global telephone and TV transmission?
WHS provides the communications channels for America's missile defenses?
WHS Is girdling the globe with communications for America's first mgn into space?
WH9 tapped the sun for electric power by Inventing the Solar Battery?
WHO used the moon for two-way conversations across the country?
gjSffljifSp
WHS guided Tiros and Echo frifoaccurafe orbltf
WHO made your~pockef radio possible by Inventing the Transistor?
WH@ maintalns'the world's largest, Jinsst industrial research facilities?
WH@ supplies the most and the best telephone service in the world?
WHO-has the UNIVERSAL communications organization?
THERE'S ONLY ONE SNSWER TO ALL TEN QUESTIONS
Pioneering in outer space to improve communications on earth
CORRECTION
The Tripod wishes to correct an aspect of its cov-
erage last week of the new fine arts center. The College
has been nominated for a $500,000 challenge gift and
must raise a total of -$1,000,000 to receive the gift. The
College is currently §700,000 short of its goal, not §300,-
000 short as reported in-last week's Tripoa. . "
.Committee.. *
(Gontinuetl from Page 1
$625;" World University Serv-
:, $625; American "Friends
!Service Committee, $420.;.Hart-
ford Cerebral Palsy Associa-
tion, $425; Hartford Commu-
nity Chest, $400, and Embassy
Plan, $2S0.
Schweitzer Hospital Director
I Dr. Mellon delivered the Class
;Day address last June at Trin-
i ity Commencement. His hos-
ipital in Haiti was the subject
jof an extensive article in the
•Sept 16 Saturday Evening
IPost.. -
Through the World Univer-
sity Service Trinity has es-
jtablished an African Medical
iTrust Fund and a 12-bed stu-
HAVE A-.-BALL. Every semester
has its bright spots—and you-can
enjoy them-.-even'. more with
a refreshing glass of Bud®.
Where there's life
• ..there's
dent ward' at Hyderabad Hos-
pital, India.
Speaking before the Senate
(Oct. 2. Mason said: "Those
who hat! misgivings about the
I organization of last year's
I drive can rest assured tliaE
ithis year's campaign will be
[both a benefit and a credit to
i the college."
ISouth Side . » .
j (Continued from Page 1)
iprint my picture, I need a new
I set of hub caps."
j In all tile, statements it was
difficult to tell seriousness
Ifrom jest. There was obvious
mockery in one statement,
i however, wiien one alleged
(high school sophomore spoka
iof his three wives and eight,
'children. . •
j In another clash between'"-
j students and juveniles, it is
I rumored that two freshmen"
I were beaten by neighborhood
.! youths the night oX Sept. 29,
iDetails are scarce and conflict*,
•ing. '•/•..
! Following this fray, a dozen,
! students allegedly met some 40
locals the'night of Oct.. 2, Un-
co nfirmed reports state that'.
one of,' the Hartford youths,
had a shotgun, bu! no definite-
•evidence of this is avaiiabiev
The gathering broke up whii£
it was still in the talking
stage. •'••/
Trinity College
NOW STOCKS . . .
O¥ii 2000
•aiso !>n,joyab.!f> r
lor tiiose less scholarly
RIKS OF BEERS . AMHEUSER-BUSCH. INC. - ST. LOUIS . NEWARK . LOS ANGELES • TAMPA
TOMMY'S
BARBER SHOP
and why mi". H has a
friendly, imhuate atmos-
phere that imnitMutely
makes you fod at hume.
For your enn\ i'iiienc(\ it
also i'eatit!•»-.< a ^imk'tit's
Nook. Try it.
1O."» New Britain Avenue,
near Broad Street








There is no question about it—Tufts has a fine
football eleven again this fall, in fact, one of the best
small college combines in the East. As you can see by
glancing through the pre-game article appearing in
this issue, their line is massive and their backs fast
and versatile.
Trinity has not defeated the Jumbos on the grid-
iron since 1955, when Charlie Sticka led them to a
26-20 victory. Since then the scores have run 52-20,
26-14, 20-6, 1^-8, and last year 22-0, a l l in f ayor of the
Jumbos. Despite these recent failures, Trinity stands
all even with Tufts at nine wins apiece in the overall
• series.
This Saturday's contest eould well be a-disappoint-
ing one for the Bantams, who have not lived up to ex-
pectations in their first two games. Against both Wil-
liams and St. Lawrence the Bantams ran into early
game difficulties and had to fight back to avoid defeat.
Granted, this they did in fine style.
INJURIES HURT •
But in order to even stay close to the Jumbos,
Trinity will have to produce a full 60 minutes of the
same caliber football that they displayed in the final
quarter of the last two games.
Coach Dan Jessee has found his original abundance
of talent reduced to considerably less awesome propor-
tions through recent^ injuries, key performers Ken
Cromwell, Phil Babin, and John Wardlaw air sat out
the St. Lawrence game and will probably miss Satur-
day's meeting with Tufts. „
The one bright spot thus far has been Don Tay-
lor's handling of the quarterback chores. Don has com-
pleted 16 of 35 passes .in the two games to date, anc
- this week will be counted upon to continue his fin<
passing performance. Time and time again he ha;
completed passes in the face of determined defensive
rushes, and he has also proved his capability to pic!
up valuable yardage on his own.
; AERIAL ATTACK ALL-IMPORTANT
Don will undoubtedly have to throw even quicker
and more accurately with Tufts' bulky line putting on
the rush; nevertheless, his passing seems to be the
key to the Bantams' hopes for an upset win. Joh
Szumczyk is surely a fine ball carrier, but he hasn'1
received adequate blocking assistance and it is verj
doubtful whether our line will be able to cope with
Tufts' defensive unit any better than it did with .St.
Lawrence's or Williams.*
To top things off, Tufts just managed to squeak
:' by Colby 16-14 on Saturday after trailing by 14 points
early in the game. This points to another rugged con-
test for the Bantams when the Mules come to Hartford
in two weeks.
In Saturday's game, keep your eye on Tufts' flashy
fullback, Ron Deveaux, who tallied 16 .points against
' the Bantams last fall. He has scored eight touchdowns
in three games this year and promises to display his
h exceptional running ability again this week. If Trinity
can contain Deveaux, they might well stage an upset.
MIT Soccermen Spoil Bantam
Opener 2 - 0 In Tight Contest
TUFTS CO-CAPTAIN Dave Thompson will, lead big,
fast Jumbos next Saturday. Jumbos come >to Hartford with
3-0 record.





; Tufts' habitually pessimistic
head coach Harry Arlanson,
master of the understatement,
did not put himself out on a
limb. Many observers in the
Greater Boston area feel that
Tufts has an even stronger
team than they had last year,
when the Jumtoos compiled a
7-1 'record, including a 14-0
victory over highly-touted Le-
high.
In three games so far, the







OCTOBER 4 A spirited,
•well-balanced Kent team out-
9 played and outscored the Trin-
ity Freshman soccer team
here today. The Bantams suf-
fered their 3-1 defeat at the
•i hands of three Kent players—
'l Scott Cauchois, the center half-
back who scored the penalty
kick in the third period, John
•Q - Dewing the center forward
-" Stnd Sam Watkins, the right
£ wing.
"' • The game came to life in
'5- the middle of the first quarter,
• when Watkins put the visitors
ithe^d 1-0 by booming one past
Trinity goalie Don Kolb.
4 Ousman Sallah, who put in
probably the best performance
*-.Of -the afternoon for the Ban-
i,tams, scored the only goal for
V t h e freshmen in the second
£ quarter on a pass from Ched
- Markovich and an assist by
'"" Mark Josephson. Sallah con-
§ tinued to draw the crowd's at-
tention with his footwork and
"confident attitude.
Out-Hustled
chois put the visitors ahead
2-1 on a penalty kick. Later
in the fourth period Dewing
wrapped the game up for
Kent by slipping one past
groalie Kolb. The third quar-
ter penalty kick, which was
xhe result of a hands-on-hall
infraction by a Trinity back-
field man, was the turning
point in the game.
A four day lack of practice
seemed to take its toil on the
Trinity Freshmen as they
were for the most part out-
husiled' Notable exceptions to
this were Sallah, Markovich,
who played Ms usual heads-up
ball and Josephson. Although
the score may not indicate as
•much, goalie Don Kolb put in
a good performance, but- just
did not have the defense or
offense in front of him to re
taliate.
Coach Schults seems -con-
fident that the team will be
in good shape for the Hart-
ford game at Hartford Univers-
ity on October 12. Game time
In the third quarter Cau- Thursday is 3:00. p.m.
t
4
























18-0 and Colby, 16-14.
Tufts' success is due to its
•highly balanced attack. For a
small college team, they are
exceptionally strong in every
position. However, fullback
Kon Deveaux, an All-East
choice last week for his per-
formance against Bowdoin,
and senior tackle and co-cap-
tain Dave Thompson stand
above everyone else.
384 Yards For Deveaux
Deveaux, a 5-10, 180-pound
junior' from Arlington, Mass,
leads Tufts rushing attack. In
the first two games this year
Ron rushed for 384 yards and
six touchdowns. R u n n i n g
either inside or outside, he has
been called upon to pick up
most of Tufts' crucial yardage
and his abilities are not limited
to offense. As a linebacker,
he has an uncanny knack for
diagnosing plays.
Thompson, the lightest of
Tufts' tackles ai 220, has the
speed and mobility of a top
flight back. He has been a
starter since his sophomore
year and Coach Arlanson calls
him the best tackle in Eastern
football.
The backfield for the Trin-
ity game will probably be
filled out by halfbacks Dun-
can MacDonald and Ralph
Doran and quarterback Dave
Adzigian. MacDonald, the othe;
co-captain, was slowed down
by a virus attack in the firs
game, but has fully recovered.
Sophomore Doran, filling in
for ailing George Kinnaly, has
surprised everybody, with his
speed and pass receiving.
Against Bates, he chalked up
133 yards on 12 carries and
against Bowdoin ca,ught a pas:
that set up Tufts' first TD.
Adzigian, who will share
his spot with junior Dennis
Hick^y, has been the Jumbos'
starting signal-caller for the
last two seasons. He is a com-
petent field general, and an
excellent ball handler although
his passing has not been too
iccurate this year. The slack
n Tufts' passing has been
taken up by Hickey, who has
successfully directed the aerial
attack.
Huge Line
The Jumbo line is particular-
ly strong at the tackles,
sides Thqmpson, there
juniors Don Curtis and Car-
mine Parisi, who' share right
tackle and weigh in at 230
and 260 respectively.




plays left guard and switches
to linebacker on defense,












Across From Chinese Hitching Post
2Vi Mi. South ©n Berlin Turnpike
BY SCOTT REYNOLDS
OCTOBER 6—Frustration is
the term most appropriate to
the varsity soccer opener here
today. With a few breaks the
Dathmen could easily have
walked off the field with their
first victory, but the Engineers
from M.I.T. emerged with a
2 to 0 shutout wan.
M.I.T. goalie Dave Dunford
was superb in being in the
right spot when it counted and
when he wasn't, Trin shots
found the cross bar or the
post. •
The Engineers controlled the
offense during most of the
first quarter, but were held
from taking many shots by
the efforts of Doug Anderson,
Wes Feshler, and Baird Mor-
gan. \
Jim Tang opened the scor-
ing at 6:35 when a pass from
Trin goalie Djck Schectman
was knocked down. Tang
picked up the loose ball and
drilled it past Schectrasn from
about twenty feet out. Hunt
Brasfield led the early Bantam
attack, but it wasn't until
after M.LT.'s tally that the
home offense posed any ser-
ious threat.
The first of John Piteairri's
near scores came about mid-
way through the period. Pit-
cairn was zeroing in on the
Red goal when he was tripped
in desperation by a M.I.T. de-
fender. His ensuing penalty
boot hit the cross bar.
Andersoa Saves
The second quarter started
with a near miss by Dave Ray-
mond. Pitcairn followed with
another shot off the side post.
To add to the Bantam mis-
fortunes, Dick Sehectmaii was
kicked in the face after mak-
ing * diving save. Mike An-
derson came, off the bench to
CENTER FOBWARD JOHN PITCAIRN
bounces baE off knee as MIT goalie Dave
Dunford (on ground) attempts the save. At
Crossbar Woes
The Engineers played a
strictly defensive game in the
'inal period to protect their
slim one goal advantage. Luck
more than anything saved the
Red from defeat as Pitcairn's
head, shot hit the crossbar and
Bruce Leddy just couldn't get





Mark MacDuffe goes both
ways' at center. 'At the end,
are Fred Heckler and Ted
Morine.. Frank Marlow, who
started at right end in the
first two games, is out for the
season with a dislocated shoul-
der. Tufts will miss him on
Saturday.
Under Arlansoii's tutelage,
Tufts' football teams have
gone Into games cautiously.
However, again this week at
Trinity they will rate as dis-
tinct favorites, this time to
pick up their fourth victory
in as many outfogs.
two difficult saves on drives
by Engineer forward Bob
Mehrabian.
The Bantams kept the pres
sure on the M.I.T. goal for
the remainder of the half. The
period ended just before Pit-
cairn could get off an indirect
in the goal-
play slowed
down considerably in the third
quarter. The lone Bantam
threat was thwarted when Pit-
cairn barely missed an open
cage. The good play of Buzz
Tomkins, Steve Jones, Frank
Smith, and Randy Plass high-

















AT ONLY $ 5 f . f 5
Entire Outfit Includes..
Smart natural shouldered jacket with proper
pleofless trousers, that are a must for every
young man's wardrobe. Dress shirt, cummer*
bund and tie, cuff links and. stud set, sus-
penders and handkerchief give a real rich*
ness to this value among fine men's styling.
Get yours now in advance of the parties
and dances . . .
102 Asylum Street
Charge Accounts Invited
Open'Mon. thru Saf, . . . Thurs, 'til..
right is Buzz Tompkins. This wasn't a goal
asDunford's fine defending helped the En-
gineers to a 2-0 victory. (Photo by Roberts)
SHADES OF UCONN .
The U n i v e r s i t y of New
Hampshire Senate, in dispute
with the Associated Student
Organizations B o a r d , main-
not given
the matter
front of an unprotected goal.
Jim Tang tallied the final
counter seconds before the end
of the game on a break away,
following a long lead pass.
The game was hard fought
and well played throughout.
For the Engineers, who de-
feated a strong Amherst team
last Saturday for the first
time since 1924, it was their
second win without a loss.
Trinity teamwork and the
solid play of reserves was en-
couraging.
In quest of their first win,
the hooters will host U Mass
this Wednesday.
g
tains that it is
inenough power
of distributing tax funds.
The Senate has the power to
tax, w h i l e the ASOB deter-
mines the amount of funds to
be given by each s t u d e n t
organization towards the bud-
get. The Senate feels that it
should be consulted on such
matters.
Opinions on how the conflict
will be settled range from the
thought that a consitutionaJ
amendment will be needed to.
the view that it was just «






1 Block Below Vernon
Notice To SENIOR and GRADUATE MEN Students
who will complete their education and commence work
this year. If you urgently require funds to complete
your education, and are unable to secure the money elsewhere,
Apply to STEVENS BROS. FOUNDATION INC.
A Non-Profit Educational Corporation
610-613 ENDICOTT BUILDING ST. PAUL 1, MINN.
Discover the difference,
f© Sehlifz . . f
Brewed with that deep.
THE BISR THAT MADE MILWA^KEI FAMOUS
©1959 Jos. Schlitz Brewing Co., Milwaukee,Wis., Brooklyn,
N.Y., Los Angeles, Ca!., Kansas City, Mo., Tampa, Fla.
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Bantam Eleven Counters Twice In Second Half
To Salvage14-14 Tie From Surprising St. LawrenceVI
JOHN SZUMCZYK (28) stops St. Lawrence halfback and Sam Winner.
Brown. Helping on the tackle are Gerry Deneault U.)
By ANDY MELLEE
OCT. 7—Trinity came from
behind to tie St. Lawrence to-
day, 14-14, but failed in a last
minute attempt to record their
second straight win.
A f t e r St. Lawrence had
opened up a 14-6 lead the
Bantams roared back on a
inarch covering 70 yards in 16
plays. A one-yard plunge by
Fullback Bill Polk scored the
touchdown, with quarterback
Don Taylor, running from a
spread formation, going over
for the two-point conversion.
The first half was a defen-
sive duel as neither team was
able to put on a sustained
drive. The Larries scored just
before the end of the first
quarter. H a l f b a c k Wally
Brown took Ian Bennett's punt
on his own 40 and ran it back
to the Bantam five yard line
before being upended by Ben-
nett and Sophomore tackle Bill
Avery.
On third down, fullback Ron
Rencurrel took a handoff from
Steve Munn and barrelled into
the end zone. Jim Kern made
it 7-0 with a perfect kick
through the uprights.
Bennett Boots Well
The Bantams attempted a
inarch after five minutes of the
second quarter had passed. Bill
Campbell returned a Brown
punt 12 yards to his own 17. A
pass from Taylor to Bennett
netted the Bantams a first
down on the 32. John Szum-
ezyk hit right tackle after Polk
had been smothered on an at-
tempted draw play and made
it to the 43. But Taylor was
pushed back to the 35 attempt-
ing to pass, and a screen pass
to Szumczyk was short of the
down, so Bennett dropped back
and booted one .which, rolled
out of bounds on the Saints'
two yard line.
Trinity held on downs, and
Brown's kick rolled dead on
the midfield stripe. But penal-
ties held back the Bantams.
Holding in the line set the
locals back to their own 39.
Taylor completed a toss to
Sam Winner in the right flat,
but an ineligible r e c e i v e r
downfield sent,. the Bantams
back to the 24.
Leading 7-0, St. Lawrence
took the field for the second
half kick-off and started on
another m a r c h . Brown took
Bennett's kick and returned it
to the 34. Dick Metcalf flipped
a third-down pass to Dave
White for a first down on his
45. A holding penalty set them
back, but captain Charlie Luy-
ster t o o k off on a 33-yard
jaunt around his left end, get-
ting excellent downfield. block-
ing until Szumezyk knocked
him out of bounds on the 37.
Two plays went for no gain,
and Metcalf threw down the
middle to give the Larries a
fourth "and three situation on
the 30. Brown's punt w a s
blocked by Winner, and re-
covered by Polk at midfield
Taylor Takes To The Air
Taylor passed to Bennett,
and then ran it himself for the
first down. He then hit Ben-
nett again on the 25 for an-
other advance. Carl Lundborg
plunged to the 20, and Taylor
ran for another yard. A pass
to Winner was batted down
by the secondary, and it was
fourth and four.
Taylor then faked a handoff
to Lundborg*, and hit Szum-
ezyk in the left flat. Big John
flashed 19 yards down the side-
line for the score. Taylor's
pass for the conversion was
blocked by Bob Qua.
After Bennett's first kickoff
rolled out of bounds, he booted
short on another onside kick
and Jeff Johns, St. Lawrence's
sophomore speedster, took it
back to his 42. Johns took a
pitchout from Munn and ran
for a first down on the Trinity
46.
, Penalties Hurt
The Larries continued right
down the field. Johns went for
nine, and after a loss, Brown
skirted right end to the 36. A
measurement was taken, and
the Larries made it by the
length of the ball. Joe Salerno
galloped for eight, and a per-
sonal foul on the play against
Trinity put the ball on the 23.
Salerno carried off tackle for
another first down on the 13.
Brown lost four, but Munn
threw a look-in pass to end
Mike Leconti to the six. The
Bantams jumped offside be-
fore the start of the next
play, and were "set back to the
three. White then went off
t a c k l e for the first down.
Munn, on the sneak, went to
the one, and Johns dove into
the end zone at 13:29 of the
period. Kern converted, and
the Bantams trailed by eight
Kern booted to Tom Cala-
brese, who returned the ball to
the thirty. Szumezyk took the
ball and made a first down on
the-third straight rush, just as
the' last quarter began. Cala-
brese took a pass from Taylor
and stepped out while stradd-
ling the midfield stripe. He
then scampered to the St. Law-
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Szumezyk Workhorse
Szumezyk r a c k e d up an-
o'ther first down with some
beautiful- running. H e then
went off right tackle for six
yards to the 23. After Cala-
brese was stopped on a draw
play, Szumezyk took the ball
around right end and handed
off to Calabrese on a sparkling
double reverse which gave the
Bantams a first down on the
-
After Szumezyk ran for two,
Taylor bootlegged around the
left end to the five. Two more
running plays g a i n e d four
yards, and Polk went into the
end zone untouched. Taylor,
unable to find a receiver on the
conversion, ran it himself to
tie the game with eight min-
utes remaining.
After an exchange of punts,
Brown was caught behind the
line by linebacker Bill Fox, and
tackle Bill Howland recovered
a subsequent fumble on the
Larries' 35 with less than three
minutes to go. But outstanding
defensive work by the Larries
forced the Bantams to give up
the ball. Tackle Henry Ritz hit
Taylor for a seven yard loss.
Wally Brown knocked the ball
out of Winner's hand on an
attempted pass, and Leconti
blocked a- fourtth-down fling.
The Larries, apparently sat-
isfied with having held the
Bantams to a tie, kept the ball
on the ground. A. holding pen-
alty put them back to their
thirty, and B r o w n dropped
back to punt on fourth down.
The alert Bantam linebackers
crashed in again as Szumczyk
blocked the kick and Fox fell
on it on the ten yard line. But
Trinity was offside on the play,
and Metcalf went back to pass
on another fourth-down play
and finding a hole, ran up to
the Larrie 47, where Trinity
took over on downs with but
three seconds to play.
Last Chance
Taylor threw down the mid-
dle to Calebrese, who was split
out on the right flank. Cala-
brese was hit going out, and
Brown intercepted and return-
ed it to midfield. Time had
run out, but a red flag down-
field signified pass interfer-
ence, and the Bantams were
given one play from St. Law-
rence's 31. Taylor hit Winner
{Photo by Cotta)
at the 20 on a down-and-out
pattern. Winner cut back to-
wards the center of the field,
looking for the blocking to go,
all the way. But protection
failed to appear, and he was
smothered by six red-shirted
defensemen on the thirteen.
The Bantams were outplay-
ed in the line throughout the
game. Although they had four-
teen first downs to the visitors'
eight, there were numerous
blocking assignments missed.
The fine running of Brown and
Johns was made possible by
sloppy tackles on the part of
the Bantams, and ends Leconti
and Qua consistently c a m e
through the blocking to nail
Taylor. ;
The Bantams entered the
game slight favorites although
St. Lawrence coach Ron Hoff-
man was able to use two com-
plete squads while Dan Jessee
substituted sparingly. J e s s e e
said that St. Lawrence was a
good club, and that our boys
just weren't hitting on the
field. ' : :
Avery Out
Injuries continued to plague
the B a n t a m s . With Babin,
Cromwell, Wardlaw, Marmesh,
and Oulundson already out of
action, Bill Avery joined the
disabled list when he- suffered
a bruise over his knee on a
kick-off today. While the in-
jury is not serious, it seems
unlikely that the 220-pound
sophomore tackle will be in
action next week.
There w e r e a few bright
spots for the Bantams. John
Szumczyk gained 76 yards on
19 carries and came through
with clutch first downs. Tay-
lor completed 10 of 19 passes,
and Bennett kept the Bantams
in the game with his fine Mck-
WEAEY QUAETERBACK DON TAYLOR takes a
breather while defense tries to hold back Larries. Taylor
completed 10 of 19 passes for 92 yards.
(PhotobyRoiberts)
BELL CAMPBELL (40) appears headed for tropb'.r as
Bob Qua (83) and Jeff Morse (61) move in for the tacs'.e."





The Universty of Michigan Is
presenting a series of ten half
hour television programs en-
titled The Blessings of Liberty
on WTIC-TV, Channel 3. The
central theme of the series is
how the American Bill of
Rights .stands today.
The series, hosted by U. of
M. Political Scientist George
Peek, Jr., features outstand-
ing guest experts, on the spot
film interviews, visual aids
and dramatic scenes to high-
light the important topics pre-
sented.
A precise examination of the
elements of' a fair trial is to
be conducted by Professor
Peek and his guest Samuel
Estep, with a step-by-step. ex-
amination of such subjects as
right to counsel, habeas cor-
pus, confrontation of witness-
es and jury trial. A special
film produced in an actual
courtroom will provide an on-
the-scene atmosphere for this
document of American free-
dom on October 14, 8:30 a.m.
The Negro's position in the
United States today is to be
described by Robert L. Carter,
General Counsel of the Nation-
al Association for the Advance-
ment of Colored People, Octo-
ber 15, 11:30- a.m. and Octo-
ber 21, 8:30 a.m. He and Pro-
fessor Peek will explore full
citizenship rights for Negroes
on issues such as .voting, edu-
cation, employment, housing,
and the administration of jus-
tice. Also examined will be tae
progress of the Negro toward
equal rights.
ing. Gerry Deneault played a
fine game at guard, and Szum-
czyk and Pox were outstand-
ing on defense.
Lou'$ Workingtnen's
Army Style Hooded Coats $12.95 up
Alpaca Lined Tanker Jackets 14.95
Other Jackets As Low As 6,95
A Complete Line of Sport or Dress Pants
At Very Reasonable Prices .. •- •
FREE ALTERATIONS
LOU'S'WQRKINGMEN'S STORE
80 ASYLUM ST. —
In a class
by itself
There's never been a casual sport shirt so
richly endowed as Arrow Batik Prints.
The patterns are subtle, imaginative, and
authentic. The sleeves come in your exact
sleeve length — plus the famous Arrow










When it comes to cheer, Schaefer is the
leader-because Schaefer is the one beer
to have when you're having more than one.
SCBAEFEB BREWERIES, HEW YORK AND AlBS'if. « Y . CLfVEl *M0_
